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Problem Statement

Before Solution
death/injuries from car accidents, financial consequences
due to property damages, compromise of cars and base
stations, anxiety to car drivers/owners, less safe roads for
cars and pedestrians

The need of your situation of having a potentially hackable smart traffic communication
system that can lead to a range of issues including death/injuries from car accidents,
financial consequences due to property damages, compromise of cars and base stations,
creating anxiety to car drivers/owners, creating less safe roads for cars and pedestrians is
to provide a system/product that will safeguard the smart traffic communication system
hence calming car drivers and owners, reducing the potential for car accidents, and

reducing damage to property and financial burdens caused by said damage.

After Solution
calming car drivers and owners, reducing the potential for car
accidents, and reducing damage to property and financial burdens
caused by said damage



Design Requirements

Outputs05 Software should display the type of attack detected to the user

Response Time/Performance04 Software should detect some types of attack in less than 1 
minute and deploy countermeasures

Communication Interface03 The software can be installed directly using a flash drive or 
made available in the Linux apt list

Software Interface02 System should be running Linux. Any software to be installed 
and implemented needs to be able to be run on Linux

01 Should be able to run on a Raspberry Pi 4 with a 64-bit ARM 
Cortex A72 processor and 2GB of RAM

Inputs06 Data from a connected network

User Experience/User Interface07 The product might include some GUI or it might run in the 
background

Hardware Interface



Constraints & Compliance

Constraints
Cost: No cost as solution is software based

Time: Should be completed by April 20th, 2021

Team Collaboration: Covid-19 limits contact

Soundness of Solution: How many attacks are detected and safeguarded against

Research Oriented

Compliance
Should follow 830-1984 - IEEE Guide for Software Requirements Specifications



High level Solution Design



MetasploitReverse TCPDDoS

Technical Background



Low Level Solution Design

Network Features - DDoS

Hardware Features - Reverse TCP

Machine learning

DDoS Attack

DDoS No-Attack

Reverse TCP Attack

Reverse TCP No-Attack



Sprint 1-DDoS & Reverse TCP



Sprint 1-DDoS & Reverse TCP

psutil



SYN-ACK_Ratio,ICMP_Count,DNS_Ratio,Attack
0.0274869109947644,26286,1.2,2
0.04645476772616137,63484,1.3333333333333333,2
0.024520255863539446,62300,1.1666666666666667,2
0.015063168124392614,23394,0.8823529411764706,3
0.03117206982543641,15,0.0514018691588785,3
0.02780117944397641,12,0.06128133704735376,3
1.8936494334951919,0,1.25,1
1.9056322582459297,0,1.1666666666666667,1
1.9388395500296034,0,1.1111111111111112,1
0.04184704184704185,0,1.1666666666666667,0
0.032474804031354984,0,1.1666666666666667,0
0.018197573656845753,0,1.1666666666666667,0

Data Snippet



Sprint 2-DDoS & Reverse TCP

Random 
Forest

kNN

Classification
Model accuracy for detecting DDoS 
attacks from network features was very 
good

For detecting Reverse TCP, it was not as 
accurate

Focus on DDoS for Sprint 3 while 
improving model for Reverse TCP with 
more features and robust dataset

We export a model that we can use later 
in our program for detection

Model



Sprint 3-DDoS

Syn Backlog

● Increasing the SYN backlog allows for more half-open TCP 
connections

Reduced Syn-Received Timer

● Reducing the timer makes half-open connections expire quicker

Syn Cookies

● This method involves changing the sequence number on SYN-
ACK to a cryptographic hash



Results

Time for Server to Fail (in seconds)

No Measure Backlog Timer SYN Cookies

1st Run 510.80 713.31 367.96 538.20

2nd Run 473.85 787.47 409.37 371.12

3rd Run 499.08 862.64 491.01 268.62

4th Run 423.66 622.65 331.87 383.95

5th Run 421.05 467.60 527.83 418.54

Average 465.69 690.73 425.61 396.09



Conclusion

After going through all the stages of the design process - design 
requirements, constraints, solution design - and three sprints we were able 
to:

● study Reverse TCP and DDOS attack

● learn how to detect them 

● create countermeasures to mitigate their effects







Future Works

Upgrade Machine Learning Model to predict a wider range of 
attacks

Fine tune malicious app detection by improving clustering 
algorithms and utilizing memory forensics (Reverse TCP)



Thanks!
Any Questions??
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